Abstract. Let X be a positive function on (0, oo) with hmr_,x\(r) = oo, and A an arbitrary set of capacity zero. An example is given of a meromorphic function / for which m(r, a) -* oo, r -» oo, whenever a e A, and T(r, f) = 0[(logr)2A(r)], r^oo.
1. Introduction. Given / meromorphic in the complex plane, define m(r, a), N(r), n(r) and T(r) in the usual way relative to/(see for example [3] ). In this paper we consider the following problem:
/// is a meromorphic function satisfying certain growth restrictions, for how large a set A can (1.1) lim m(r, a) = oo whenever a E A.
r-»oo
It is well known that A must have capacity zero. We note that the corresponding problem for entire functions of a given order has been completely solved by Drasin and Weitsman [2] . In [1] Damodaran proved Theorem. Let A be an arbitrary set of capacity zero. Given X(r) tending to infinity as r -» oo, there exists a meromorphic function which satisfies (1.1) and such that T(r) = 0(X(r)(logrf), r^n.
Moreover, for any meromorphic function satisfying T(r) = 0((\ogr)2), r -» oo, the set A can have at most one element. 2. Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that À is nondecreasing, absolutely continuous, X > 1, and r~X//2X(r) nonincreasing for r > 1. Otherwise we replace X by À" where Xx has these properties, and a, < X for sufficiently large r. Put Using the fact that r ~ l/2A(r) is nonincreasing, it follows easily that (2.1) /t,A(/-/16) < |a(z)| < k2X(r/l6), when |z| = r, r > 16, and |argz| < it/2. Here kx and k2 are positive constants. Let (p")r De a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers. Given positive integers k and n, where 1 < k < vn, let ££" = {z: 22" < |z| <|2"+1, |argz -(4* -1)/16^| < 1/12»;},
when n is even, and
Ei" = {z: \T < |z| <f 2"+I, |argz + (4k -\)/\6vn\ < l/ttrj, £M = (z: 2" < \z\ < 2"+x, |argz + (4k -1)/16»-J < l/24^"} when « is odd. The proof of Theorem 1 is based upon the following lemma.
well defined on oEkn, except for a finite number of f G aE'kn, since the disks A(fm, rm) have disjoint interiors. Put Let 4," be a sequence of complex numbers with |4"| <ya(2") for 1 < A < vn and « = 1, 2, .... In the sequel c denotes a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Given z with \z\ > 64, choose p a positive integer so that 2P < |z| < 2P + X. If w < /> -3, then since fm is in aEkn, we have |fm| < 2"+2 < |z|/2. Consequently, \z-U>\z\/2>2p~x>dn. Using (2.3) it follows that l&"(*) -M*)l < c2"a(2"+2)4-^2 k -Ü-' The series defining F and G converge uniformly on compact subsets of the complex plane, as follows from (2.5), (2.7), and the fact that hkn(z) = 0, for z in a compact subset, except for a finite number of pairs (A:, n). If z E Ejj, then \m-U=\G(z)nF(z)-^G(z)\ and dist (z, dEkn) > dn for 1 < k < vn,n = 1, 2, ... . Since hkn(z) = 0 when (A;, n) 7e (j,p), and Ay>(z) = a(z), z E /^. , it follows from (2.5) and (2.7) with f%J = 1, that |G(z) -2~pl2o(z)\ < c2"/'/2. Hence,
Also, |F(z) -Sj,pG(z)\ < 2 f 2 |JM -k| l&»lVn/2 «=i \/t=i / + 2-'/22 l^-yi&^)l-/t = I **/ Using (2.5) and (2.7), we get \F(z) -t.pG(z)\ < c(|y + 1)2-*/2 < c^Kñp)2~pl2.
From (2.8) and (2.1), we now conclude that cNo(2") )2-p'2 whenever z E Ejp andp > n0.
To conclude the proof of Lemma 1, we estimate T(r,f). Since T(r,f) < T(r, F) + T(r, \/G) < T(r, F) + T(r, G) + 0(1), it suffices to estimate T(r, F) and T(r, G). Recall for given positive integers k, n, 1 < k < vn, that dE'kn was covered by at most c2"/dn = cvn disks A(fm, rm). Moreover, gkn has a pole of order N(n) + 1 < 6 log 0(2"+2), at fm. Since vn < log o(2"), it
follows that gkn has at most c[log a(2"+2)]2 poles all in (z: 2"~x < |z| < 2"+2). If 2" < r < 2p+x, it follows from (2.1) that 
Hence,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.9) N(r, F) = N(r,G) < c(log r)2X(r).
To estimate m(r, F), we note from (2.5) and (2.7) for a given z with 2" < |z| < 2P+X, that |*v*)|<c+ 2 2 UUifeK*)-
Since |fM| < Va(2n+2) , it follows that \og+\F(z)\ < c + log <r(2*+4) + log vp+2 +22 log+|gM|(z).
Hence, for 2" < r <2P+X,
(2.10) m(r, F)<c + 2 log+ a(2p+4) +22 m(r, &,").
n=p-2 k=\
To estimate m(r, gkn), 2P < r < 2P+X, we note from the definition of gkn that gM(z) = 2 mRm(z), wherê
•W-îb / °(f)ß (*>*)#.
and the sum has at most cvn terms. From (2.2) we have \Rm(z)\ < cN2"a(2"+2)(dn)N\z -£J-<*+,), when \z -U < ¿" and from (2.3), \Rm(z)\ < ca(2n+2)dn, when \z -fj > dn. Hence, log+|/?m(z)| < c + log N + n log 2 + 2 log 0(2n+2) + (TV + 1) log 4, + (N + l)log+(l/|z -fj).
Since A < 6 log a(2"+2) and d" < 2", it follows that m(r,Rm) < en log o(2n + 2).
Consequently, m(r,gk,n) = mir, 2 ^m J < cvn + 2 «(r. *m)
< cvn + c(r> log o(2"+2) < c[loga(2n+2)]2n.
Using (2.10), we conclude m(r,F) < c/>[loga(2'+4)]3< c(log r)A(r).
Similarly, m(r,G) < c(log r)A(r). From (2.9) we now deduce max[T(r, F), T(r, G)] < c(log r)2X(r).
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. Theorem 1 now follows from Lemma 1 and an argument of Drasin and Weitsman [2, §7]. We sketch their proof when A is a compact set of capacity zero. In this case there is a logarithmic potential P of the form:
